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Abstract
Introduction: The study of athletes’ psychophysiological characteristics is one of the major problem at
sports science. The aim of the study is to perform comparative analysis of athletes’ power and adaptive
capacities during the implementation process of controlled activity, like performing screen-selection
activity. Materials and methods: In research participated divided into 3 groups martial arts athletes:
taekwon-do ITF and karate WTF (n=34); Greco-Roman and freestyle wrestling athletes (n=18);
sambo and judo athletes (n=11). As a device, a tablet of Apple company - iPad, fourth-generation, with
9,7-inch screen was used. For the heart rate (HR) registration it was used BT4.0&ANT+ Heart Rate
Monitor. Participants performed a sample: the response rate of the selection. The attempt was to react
to one given signal from the five proposed. Results: Taekwon-do ITF athletes, karate WTF, hand-tohand combat showed the best reaction selection time rates. The worst reaction selection time rates
were shown by Greco-Roman and freestyle wrestling athletes. Conclusions: The handled comparative
analysis reaction time of selection for athletes of different kinds of martial arts has verified its high
informative value. Taekwon-do ITF, karate WTF, hand-to-hand combat athletes have better results.
The results suggest that participants’ state of adaptiveness was normal. The high informative value of
used test allows recommend it as screening in the selection of promising athletes to the combat
martial arts which mostly emphasize striking techniques.
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INTRODUCTION
Solution of actual problems of Sports Science demands on qualitatively new approaches for the
analysis and the interpretation of results. Balagué et al. [1] emphasize the integration importance in
sports, carrying out the research on the verge of physiology, biomechanics, psychology,
phenomenology and sociology. This is evident in many studies [2,3,4]. The use of different statistical
methods allows to define the basic patterns of organism reactive approach to the physical activity.
The research of athletes’ physical and motor skills development is analyzed in the other survey
[5]. Applied design (categorization according to skill level) allowed to reveal the most informative
rates. These are the criteria that should be implemented while projecting sport success. According to
the other authors [6], the leading predictors of successfulness are motor skills condition,
psychophysiological specificities and somatotype structure of athletes. The sensorimotor capacities
hold a prominent place within athletes’ successfulness predictors. Krasich et al. [7] emphasize, that
improvement of these skills allows to remarkably increase the functional state of athletes. Test applied
for projecting should take into account the specificities of each sport. In the work of Vandorpe et al. [8],
it was affirmed that the test for motor coordination is the most informative. Its projecting value is
higher than the test for evaluation of anthropomorphic and physical characteristics. The very close
results were obtained by Lawton et al. [9] in relation to the rowsport. Authors confirmed that the most
informative tests are those that simulate leg pressing.
Other authors [10] emphasize that in relation to football, the most informative tests are for
evaluating the speed and precision of hitting ball. The analysis allowed to evaluate them as the
important predictors of players’ successfulness. The close results were obtained by Francioni et al.
[11]. Authors held a comparative analysis of dynamics of anthropomorphic, technique and functional
tests of different age categories football players during the season. The importance of this testing for
improvement of training effectiveness was confirmed. Similar conclusions were made by Nikolaidis et
al. [12]. Authors applied the whole set of physical and physiological characteristics for improvement of
training effectiveness in volleyball. The importance of the psychophysiological volleyball players
marks testing for the condition analysis was confirmed. Furthermore, authors emphasize that there
are the interlinkages between physical and physiological characteristics.
Kalina et al. [13] point out the importance of integrated approach in the selection and projecting
of successfulness in the mature arts. Personal physical training, motor skills, intellectual
predispositions and state of health should take into account. In the other research [14], there have
studied the interlinkages between morphological and functional rates of martial artists. The
importance of this testing for the athletes’ effectiveness projecting was confirmed. Korobeynikov et al.
[15] were studying links of psychophysiological characteristics with different motivation level within
highly qualified judo players. Authors have found that the athletes with high success motivation level
have predominant values of neurodynamic functions: nervous system resilience; speed of visual
reaction.
The analysis of Brazilian jiu-jitsu athletes’ main characteristics is performed by Andreato et al.
[16]. It was found that the physiological rates have the sizable contribution into a skill level, such as
reaction speed. Georgiy et al. [17] propose to use the integral criteria of functional state of elite
athletes. In the psychophysiological characteristic of elite martial arts athletes, the leading role is held
by sensorimotor response.
Mirzaei el al. [18] were studying success factors in martial arts. It was found that the fitness level
and functional state improvement hold the leading place in the athletes’ preparation. Similar results
were obtained by Jafari et al. [19]. It was confirmed that there is a link between physical activity and
somatotype, anthropomorphic profile, body composition, physiological and physical profile of young
athletes. Accounting the interlinkages allow to increase the competition successfulness of athletes. In
the other research it was found that for activation of competitive combat intensity a special dosage
load should be used [20]. It was found that performing exercises with weight while ignoring special
dosage load leads to reducing of athletes moving speed and to slowing down the rate of battle.
Authors have developed a special diagnostic instrumentation for monitoring the effectiveness of
martial artists’ preparation for 3 indicators: physicality, intensity and efficiency.
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Açak [21] emphasizes the importance of screening research in the field of martial arts. The
application of screening-tests with Turkish martial arts athletes’ beginners allowed significantly
reduce the probability of sportive traumatism. Similar conclusions were made by Bodnar and Andres
[22]. Authors confirmed the effectiveness of applying the tests focused on express-control of students’
physical preparation. The effectiveness of such kind of control is also confirmed in training modelling
of micro cycles for qualified football players [23]. In this way, the available literature information
confirms the relevance of study of athletes’ psychophysiological characteristics, the application of this
premise’s for functional state control. However to date the matter of choice of the most informative
tests for rapid assessment of martial arts athletes’ conditions is still unresolved. The possibility of
psychophysiological methodologies application for martial arts athletes screening has not been yet
substantiated. And this has led to the research relevance.
The aim of this study is to perform the comparative analysis of productivity and adaptive
capabilities of martial arts athletes during the implementation process of dosage work like performing
screen-selection activity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
63 martial arts athletes participated in study, divided into 3 groups. 1st group - 34
representatives of striking, combat martial arts athletes (Taekwon-do ITF, karate WTF, hand-to-hand
combat) with average age – 17.58±0.08 yeras. 2nd group was composed of 18 Greco-Roman and
freestyle wrestling athletes, average age – 18.94±0.33 yeras. The 3rd was formed by 11 sambo and judo
players, average age – 18.73±0.23 yeras. Athletes’ skill level varies from first-class sportsmen to
Master of Sports.

The study design
The study was conducted with the usage of special computer programs for devices with iOS
authorship software operating system. As a device, a tablet of Apple company - iPad, fourth-generation,
with 9.7-inch screen was used. For the heart rate (HR) registration it was used BT4.0&ANT+ Heart
Rate Monitor.
Participants performed a sample: the response rate of the selection. The attempt was to react
to one given signal from the five proposed. The duration of the attempt varied randomly between 3
and 10 seconds. The participant performed 3 series of 10 attempts. The average duration of the test
was 168.02±1.27 seconds. The registration of the reaction time was synchronized with the recording
of the heart rate.
Statistical analysis
It was used licensed packages of Excel 2010 spreadsheet. Minimal and maximal rates of
selection reaction time and HR were fixed, also the average rate of these indicators throughout the
whole test and for every period separately. There were defining arithmetical means, standard
deviations and errors in mean. The validity of differences in groups was assessed using parametrical
indices (Student criterion) and non-parametrical indices [the Rosenbaum’s Q-test].

RESULTS

The obtained results are given in the tables 1, 2. The testing overall time didn’t have any
significant differences between groups. All the participants were characterized by high reliability; the
percentage of correct reactions has been more than 93%.
At the same time the best result of maximum reaction was found at 1st group, and the results of
st
1 and 3rd groups were not substantially different. A similar correlation is confirmed for the average
reaction time. It was the highest at the 2nd group, 1st and 2nd groups had not substantially different
results. According to duration of maximum reaction among groups, the results were not substantially
different (table 1).
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Table 1. Results of selection reaction time of martial arts athletes.
Indices
1st group
2nd group
Overall testing time [sec]
167.47±1.19
169.33±2.25
Correct reactions [%]
97.65±1.91
93.54±3.10
Maximum time [ms]
947.96±21.03
1102.09±50.36*
Minimum time [ms]
474.22±13.78
482.81±8.95
Average time [ms]
620.49±16.34
679.71±18.94*
1st period duration [ms]
651.29±12.49
706.76±24.01*
nd
**
2 period duration [ms]
606.34±18.02
655.24±20.00
3rd period duration [ms]
603.85±20.30**
677.12±19.33*

3rd group
167.55±2.97
94.17±2.95
984.82±33.53
489.19±12.37
644.18±14.80
679.23±21.18
622.76±18.44**
630.55±13.39

* – differences with 1st group are credible (p<0.05); ** – differences with 1st period are credible (p<0.05).

Table 2. The martial arts athletes HR analysis results in the process of test implementation
Indicators
1st group
2nd group
3rd group
Initial HR [beats per minute]
92.76±3.38
84.72±3.25
93.45±4.58
Maximum HR [beats per minute]
102.26±2.95
92.00±3.06*
103.73±5.10
Minimum HR [beats per minute]
79.09±2.03
75.50±3.07
80.36±4.38
Average HR [beats per minute]
88.60±2.49
82.04±2.92
89.68±4.49
1st period HR [beats per minute]
91.05±2.90
82.92±2.91
93.45±4.91
nd
2 period HR [beats per minute]
87.10±2.40
82.02±2.86
86.16±4.40
3rd period HR [beats per minute]
87.66±2.63
81.21±3.17
89.42±4.59
* – differences with 1st group are credible.

The time of 1st and 3rd periods was also the maximum at the 2nd group; the differences between
and 3rd groups have not been found. The Rosenbaum’s Q-test results confirmed authentic increase
of average time at the 2nd group in comparison with 1st group (Q=9). A similar correlation is confirmed
for the 1st period time (Q=10) and 2nd period duration (Q=14).
Distinctions were found by comparison of results at runtime of test implementation. Thus, at the
1st group there has been observed results’ progressive enhancement: the time of 2nd and 3rd periods
was essentially lower by comparison with 1st period time. This conformity was affirmed by
parametrical and non-parametrical indices. At the 1st group the 1st period time was credibly higher by
comparison with times of 2nd (z=10) and 3rd periods (z=10). At the 2nd group it was found the credible
time reduction for the 2nd period (z=2). At the 2nd group it was found the credible time reduction for
the 2nd period (z=2) and the 3rd period (z=2).
The dynamic HR analysis is given in the Table 2. The results indicate about the absence of this
indicator sharp deviation. The usage of parametrical indices (Student criterion) confirmed the
significant reduce of maximum HR in the 2nd group by comparison with representatives of combat
martial arts. The usage of non-parametrical indices confirmed more expressed changes. According to
the criterion of signs at the 1st group HR credibly reduced during 1st and 2nd periods (z=10). At the 3rd
group HR credibly reduced during 1st and 2nd periods (z=2). According to the Rosenbaum’s Q-test the
initial HR was credibly lower at the 2nd group by comparison with the 1st one (Q=9). A similar
correlation is confirmed for 1st period HR (Q=10). 1st period HR at the 2nd group was credibly lower by
comparison with the 3rd group (Q=7).
1st

DISCUSSION

The comparison of specific characters of different martial arts athletes is widely used in sport
science. This allows to estimate the influence specificity of sport, to identify the most informative
indicators, to justify selection criteria and criteria of successfulness projection. This analysis allows
more clearly define the influence specificity of sport at the organism. Thus Iermakov et al. [24]
confirmed the presence of certain peculiarities of martial arts athletes and athletes of combat martial
arts builds. A meaningful illustration of the influence specificity of different martial arts is also
confirmed with index method [25]. There is available data about differences of psychophysiological
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specific characters of different martial arts athletes [26]. Authors have found that the representatives
of combat martial arts by comparison with wrestlers are characterized by better ability to mobilize,
more optimal readiness to action and more developed differentiation functions. The choice of test for
selection reaction rime identification as the dosed work naturally follows from the available literature
information. The specific characters comparison of wrestlers, kickboxers, karate and taekwondo
athletes etc., confirmed the high informative value of given test [27].
Balkó et al. give the similar results [28]. Authors used selection reaction time for the estimation
of preparation level of fencers and demonstrated the positive dynamic of given test in the process of
training. The next inference is deduced: the given test is highly perspective for the effectiveness
preparation increase in the martial arts. In our opinion this test is the closest to the battle situation. An
athlete is feeling rush the whole time. He is just put in the situation of choosing different strategies and
application of different techniques. This situation demands on quick reaction for the opponent actions,
while any mistake can lead to the failure. In this context, the results of time estimation for test
implementation and the analysis of specific gravity of correct reactions confirm considerably high
athletes’ capability to concentrate and mobilize their attention.
The combat martial arts athletes have better results of maximum and average selection time by
comparison with wrestlers. This reflects the specificity of given sports. At such sports, as karate and
taekwondo the main actions of athletes are punches and protection that should be performed as
quickly as possible. At such sports as Greco-Roman and freestyle wrestling the successfulness depends
on qualitatively performed hack, and on its basis athletes perform the next possible grip. In other
words, the reaction speed in this case plays a small part. The given results are confirmed by previous
research data. The set of psychophysiological tests allowed determining the differences in functional
state of martial artists. The combat martial arts athletes have enhanced capability to mobilize,
optimize reaction readiness and highly developed differentiation functions [29].
The comparative time analysis of 3 test implementation periods confirms given suppositions.
The combat martial arts athletes have had better results. Besides, at the 1st group it was clearly seen
the increase of test implementation dynamic. This should be interpreted as effectiveness forwardness,
organism adaptation to the test implementation. The worst results of wrestlers, sambo and judo
athletes testified to their inferior adaptation to the test implementation.
Analysis of HR dynamic in the progress of test implementation allows tracking changes of
working capacity. It is well known, that cardiac rate – it’s the integral indicator of human adaptive
capabilities. The importance of athletes’ adaptive changes estimation in period of loads is emphasized
by Roda et al. [30]. In the work of Zych et al. [31] it is mentioned, that HR is the informative and
important factor of the adaptive capabilities’ state estimation. Its correlation with other physiological
indicators could be used for the preparation level projection. The research of Podrigalo et al. [32] is
dedicated to the study of adaptive capabilities of kickboxers’ Cardiovascular system. It was found that
within the conditions of standard ergographical loads the HR dynamic demonstrates adaptive
potential of martial artists.
It is well known, that HR dynamic is the fastest reaction of organism for the environmental
changes. In this context the given results could be interpreted in different ways. On the one hand the
absence of HR sharp changes confirms the loads’ affordability. Moreover, the lowest maximum HR
among wrestlers shows their higher adaptability for the intensive loads. On the other hand, the HR
largeness among combat martial athletes should be estimated as adaptability tension, but the best
mobilization of sensor system. Just because of this state the 1st group participants showed the better
results in process of implementation of test. Perhaps the changes in heart rate are related to the
stressful effect of the sample. This assumption needs further study.

CONCLUSION

The comparative analysis selection reaction time definition by athletes of different martial arts,
confirmed its high informative level. Taekwon-do, karate, hand-to-hand athletes have better results by
comparison with wrestlers. This is due to the specific requirements of each sport and its effect on
adaptive capacities. In the process of the test implementation the athletes have been characterized by
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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results implementation through the developing of concentration state. The combining heart rate
estimation allows controlling of loads affordability. The results suggest that participants’ state of
adaptiveness was normal. The high informative value of used test allows recommending it as
screening in the selection of promising athletes to the combat martial arts taekwon-do, karate and
hand-to-hand combat.
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